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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true regarding FortiAnalyzer operating modes? (Choose two.) 

A. By deploying different FortiAnalyzer devices in both modes, you can improve their overall performance. 

B. When in collector mode. FortiAnalyzer collects logs from multiple devices and forwards these logs in the original
binary format. 

C. When in collector mode. FortiAnalyzer supports event management and reporting features. 

D. By deploying different FortiAnalyzer devices with collector and analyzer mode in a network, you can improve the
overall performance of log receiving, analysis, and reporting 

E. Collector mode is the default operating mode. 

Correct Answer: AB 

FortiAnalyzer_7.0_Study_Guide-Online pag. 10 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two purposes does the auto cache setting on reports serve? (Choose two.) 

A. It automatically updates the hcache when new logs arrive. 

B. It provides diagnostics on report generation time. 

C. It reduces the log insert lag rate. 

D. It reduces report generation time. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortianalyzer/6.2.5/administration-guide/384416/how- auto-cache-works
https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortianalyzer/6.2.5/administration-guide/86926/enabling- auto-cache 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements are true regarding log fetching on FortiAnalyzer? (Choose two.) 

A. Log fetching allows the administrator to fetch analytics logs from another FortiAnalyzer for redundancy. 

B. A FortiAnalyzer device can perform either the fetch server or client role, and it can perform two roles at the same time
with the same FortiAnalyzer devices at the other end. 

C. Log fetching can be done only on two FortiAnalyzer devices that are running the same firmware version. 

D. Log fetching allows the administrator to run queries and reports against historical data by retrieving archived logs
from one FortiAnalyzer device and sending them to another FortiAnalyzer device. 
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Correct Answer: CD 

Using FortiAnalyzer, you can enable log fetching. This allows FortiAnalyzer to fetch the archived logs of specified
devices from another FortiAnalyzer, which you can then run queries or reports on for forensic analysis. 

The FortiAnalyzer device that fetches logs operates as the fetch client, and the other FortiAnalyzer device that sends
logs operates as the fetch server. Log fetching can happen only between two FortiAnalyzer devices, and both of them
must be running the same firmware version. A FortiAnalyzer device can perform either the fetch server or client role,
and it can perform two roles at the same time with different FortiAnalyzer devices at the other end.
FortiAnalyzer_7.0_Study_Guide-Online pag. 168 

 

QUESTION 4

What is Log Insert Lag Time on FortiAnalyzer? 

A. The number of times in the logs where end users experienced slowness while accessing resources. 

B. The amount of lag time that occurs when the administrator is rebuilding the ADOM database. 

C. The amount of time that passes between the time a log was received and when it was indexed on FortiAnalyzer. 

D. The amount of time FortiAnalyzer takes to receive logs from a registered device 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which FortiAnalyzer feature allows you to retrieve the archived logs matching a specific timeframe from another
FortiAnalyzer device? 

A. Log upload 

B. Indicators of Compromise 

C. Log forwarding an aggregation mode 

D. Log fetching 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortianalyzer/6.2.0/administration- guide/651442/fetcher-management 
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